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Eleven days ago, on August 25th, the Rh$n Soaring Plight
Competition of 1921, which was held on tiheWasserkuppe, came to
an end. .Threeflights of over five minutes! duration, six flights
over a distance of more than 1 1/2 k.ilOriletE?rSup to 3+9 kilometers!:
four circular flights, and about 120 competitive flights, mark the
advance over the performances of the previous year when Klemperer
on the IfBlackDevill~of the Aachen Flugwissei~schaftlichenVereinig-
ung made a flight of 1.83 kilometers in 2 min. 22.4 sec., this
being the best performance of that year and one which served as an
encouragement for this year!s meetir.g.
scarcely had these records been established ~?hentheY were
broken by Klemperer. Starting from the western slope of the ~
Wasserkuppe, he succeeded in flying over several places~ keeping.
in the air for about 13 minutes, ten of which were taken”up by a
soaring flight, and reached the outskirts of Gersfeld. Measured
in a straight line, the flight covered a distance of 4 kilometers.
The difference of altitude between the starting and landing points
was 378 meters.
To me has fallen the honor of presenting an,address on the
Rh& Goupetition, and I do so gladly, since I was there the whole
time, though not as a practical aviator - simply forming’one of
the family temporarily installed on the mountainside and taking
part in the.preparations for the event. Since the eventful clos-
ing day on August 25th, the time has been too short for us to be
able to judge the data properly, and I would therefore beg you to
excuse me if I base my re~ort on my direct :perso-nalobservation.
At the Sixth General Meeting of the WGL .inOctober of.last
year, it was dgcided that the objects of the German Modell’und
Gleitflugverein,directed with so much energy and zeal by Civil
Engineer Oskar Ursinus of Frankfort-au-Main, should also be taken
up further’by the WGL. Since our Society must have nothing to do
directly with:.sporting,competitive flights.,we Were not able to
take the lead in the arrangements. The South-West Group of the.
German Luftfahrer Verband therefore undertook, in the most praise-
worthy way, to come to the rescue and arrange the Rh8n Soaring
Competition.of 1921, in conjunction with the young German Modell
und.Gleitflugverein,which was not straig enough to grapple alone
with the undertaking.
The South-West Group succeeded in arranging the meeting to
the satisfaction of all those who took part in it, and may well be
* Translated from an advance proof supplied by 13r-Hoff.
—
—proud of the success of the (30mpe~~tid~!
The Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft ffirLuft~ahrt bssumed the “
‘hoaorarypresidency of thdventure$ Severalme@tih@ weze held
in Augsburg, Frankfort, Berlin and Munich to discuss &hd draw up
the rules and regulations of the Competition. These meetings
were attended by representatives of tb.eWGL who took an eager iilt-
erest in the proceedings. The WGL also aroused the inte~es”kof
many important public bodies in the new foiznof aviation and
secured their support. That this yeaits competition could be
arranged on a larger scale, was due to the influence of the WGL
as well as to the active propaganda wprk of the Frankfort people.
The question has arisen why the WGL has placed the whole
weight of its authority behind a competitive aerial event. Allow
me to say a few words in answer to this question.
Hitherto, flight has only been possible through a source Of
power carried on the airplane. The natural energy inherent in
the wind was left unemployed and was even found to be a hindrance
when coming in a sudden squall. The pioneers of soaring flight
have set themselves the task of making it possible to utilize the
source of energy found in the wind. We can distinguish two kinds
of such energys the upward current and the fluctuations of the
wind in force and direction. Of these two kinds, the upward cur-
rent as it rises in hilly countries is the most important, and
the conditions are particularly favorable in the Rhbn district
with its detached gently-slopinghills. To firm adherents Of
soaring flight, the upward current is not the ideal source of en-
ergy; on the contrary, they seek to utilize the fluctuations of
the wind.
How this can be done was shown by Betz in 1912* and also no;~e
recently by PrandtZ** and von Karman***. Ahlborn, of Hamburg****
has written a.detailed report on soaring flight based on his ob-
servations of the flight of birds and on the flight of motorless
aircraft. Certain possibilities of flight without engine and by
utilizing the natural force of the wind are now admitted in theo-
ry and the question arises how to transform these possibilities
into practical facts. This is the ground on which we meet. Sci-
ence requires energetic, sport-loving aviators to verify her calcu-
* A. Betz, “An Explanation of Soaring Flight,” Zeitschrift ffir
Flugtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt, 1912, P.26%
I ** L. pr~~dtl,
“lToteson Soaring Flight,” Zeitschrift ffirFlug-
techni.kuiidMotorluftschiffahrt, 1921, p.20Ql.
*** Tho v. Karman, ‘MechanicalModels for Soaring Flight,” Zeit-
schrift ftr Flugtechnik und Motorluttschiffahrt, 1921, p.220*.
“***Fr. Ahlborn, “Soaring Flight,!!Berichte und “Abhandlungdez
WissenschaftlichenGesel~schti-tf~r Luftfahrt, No. 5, July, 1921,
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—la%ions. 1S the WGL has supported tiit~all its pg17e~ th3.~ year’~
competition which is to bring us nearer tlieapPOifitedgd~l~ itl.is
thereby fulfilling qne of its highest obligat~afisjnamelY, to
servethe progress of aeronautics.
The con&itions of the competition, as published in the spring
of this year, were far from easy. He who should succeed in cafry-
ing off the big Rhbn Soaring Prize for 1.921would have accomplish-
ed the feat of soaring i,nthe air. He who could fulfill the re-
quirements of this 30,000 mazk prize, that is, keep up in the air
for at least five minutes and not lose more than 50 m altitude in
landing, would have succeeded in flying not only in a straight
line, but also in deviating from it, perhaps even in flying in
circles. The Rh6n Grand Soaring Prize for 1921 was not awarded.
It was suggested that the conditions of the competition for this
p~i~e be s~igh~ly changed, the Sae performance being required,
but.the conditions of landing at the close of the flight being
made somewhat easier, a longer time being allowed and the pilot
not being obliged to land at a given spot.
The prizes for longest total duration were intended to at-
tract a great number of competitors, while those for the lowest
mean falling speed ware to compensate those aviators who could
not fulfill the conditions for tuneGrand Soaring Prize. Less val-
ue was attached to covering a long distance, since this involved
a known p~:~+~m which does not require to be solved by”soaring
fright. some prizes were set aside for the longest stretch
covered in f~i&ht, in order to provide an opportunity for distance
flights without engine. An important group founded prizes which
they placed at the disposal of the Prize ~o~lmittee,whidllshould
have the power of awarding consolation pr~zes, fixing kandicaps,
and rewarding performances for which no special prize was allotted.
The name l’prizefor the highest coefficient of glidet’hardly in-
dicated the exact’requirements. Intentionally, the value of the
coefficient of glide was not giver.,since the glide coefficient
of an airplane cannot be accurately defined in a soaring flight.
‘fb.iscoefficient may be .impro.vedby an upward omren.t of wind Or
greatly reduced by the pilotls tiskilli’ulhandling. If the coef-
ficient of glide were ohosen as the measure of value, the results
given would be contradictory. Only the coefficient of glide as
defined by the data Qf the G8ttingen Aerodynamical Institute was
to be considered.
Fgr winning this prize it was required to make a full turn
of 360 , to accomplish three perfectly good landings and to remain
in the air for five minutes. The Technical C!ozunissionwas to lay
before the Prize Commission a statement as to the value of the
performance, the construction of the airplane (which must show ~
some technical progress), the visibility of.the pilot, the sta-
bility of the airplane (especiallyat lowest speed) and on its
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landing qualities.
Admission tests were requiredboth fof ~i+ok~ ‘and,gliders.
The pilot’s test took no account of previous f~{ght”ztithegg$ne-
driven airplanes andrequired only production of jjTobf,of,perform-
ances of at least 0.3 km or 30 sec duration, or several flights
of not less than.O.15 krlor 15 sec duration> making a total of
0.4 kn, with a duration of 40 see, The glider test was to be mdde
in several parts. An honorary official of the WGL, specially ati-
thorized, should, if possible, supervise the construction of the
glider, in order to assure himself that it complied with the es”
sential fundamental laws of airplane construction. A Test Certif-
icate, signed by a member of the WGL, was to be laid before the
Technical Commission, which had then only to make a general test
of the glider. A minimum performance had also to be proved for
the glider as for the pilot, In this way pilot and glider enter
the competition with a slight experience of flying, so that the
competition flights are not their first. This regulation caused
much annoyance to Martens$ pil’otof the monoplane of the Hanover
Akademische Fliegergruppe, since he thereby lost all credit for
his first fine flight of 1.9 km. When finally the gliders had
been submitted to the inspection of the Technical Commission
their admission could be granted and distinctive marks given.
The testing of the.gliders began on August 8th. Only a few
competitors had their airplanes tested at the right time by the
officials of the WGL. I should here like to express my thanks
to those members of the Y?GLwho did this work in such a thorough
and expert ~ay. The greater number of gliders had.not had any
preliminary tests of any kind,,though these might have been car-
ried through in the competitor’s home town. Such tests were re-
placed by rou hly approximate calculations and tests of strength
Eon the Wasser uppe.
The aircraft were housed partly in
belonging to the We3’tenseglerCo. Ltd.,
entered “ the competition and extended
tents, partly in a hangar
of Baden-Baden, which had
its most friendly help to
the competitors. The tent shelters were an emergency measure and
will not suffice on a future occasion. Valuable aircraft should
not be housed in tents where they are liable to be damaged by
weather. Even though we may see the difficulty of making suita-
ble provis~on here for future contests, in the interests of future
competitors the matter must not be allowed to drop.
The aviators with their znechanicsfound lodgings in a large,
clean, wooden erection containifigabout 40 cubicles, each large
enough for two occupants. The cubicles were about the size of a
sleeping compartment on a railway train and the doors opened out-
wards.
The Sports Committee and.the Technical Gomnission were very
~%-
,‘.
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comfortably lodged in light rooms &l ~hi$huts of the Weltensegl’er
CO- Ltd. There, these two bodies had their offi.cds,which ixlbad
weather also served in a modes% way as a meeting place for guests.
““Aspecial hut was set asidb for”’~..-ki:icheti.At midday everybody
in accordance with strict democratic principles, - aviatorss me- .
cha.tics,guests and merr.bexsof ccrnmittees~- lined up in a long
qua’deat the kitchen door waiting for food to be handed out in
portion8 in military fashicn. Zn favora.b~e~ea~~~erthe ~~ho~ehun-
gry crowd camped out for tl.eirmeal in the neighborhood of the
kitchen.
Of the 45 gliders entered for the competition, 38 remained on
the spot until the end. Of these, 30 were tested, the time limit
for testing having been extended to August l?th.
Unfortunately, the Technical Commission had to reject eight
gliders on account of ineradicable faults of construction; that
is, they were only allowed to fly under certain restrictions. If
the competitors had paid more attention to the published condi-
tions this measure might have been avoided. This year, as in the
previous year, results were only obtained with gliders construct-
ed on sound, scientific lines; it is therefore, to be hoped that
in future, technical absurdities will be avoided.
No objections, or only slight ones, were raised as to the
construction of 22 of the gliders presented. Of these, only 11, -
that is, the quarter of.the whole n,umlberentered, - competed after
the ensuing efficiency test. These were:
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Mark : Entrant
.
‘EntranceNo,“ Type of Glider ..
. .
. .
A: Flugwissenschaftliche .
. Monoplane : 29
. Vereinigung, Aachen. : ‘lBlackDevilrl :.
.
.
B;
.
. .
Aerodyn. Institut and .. Monoplane : 30
.
. Flugwissenschaftliche . l!BlueMousel! :.
.
. Vereinigung, Aachen, . .
. .
.
c; North
.
. fahrt
.
D; North
l
. fahrt
.
E; North
.
. fa.hrt
.
.
. .
Bavarian Luft- ~ . Biplane ~ 39
Ve~band, N&nberg. ~ !!PelznerD 121!:
. .
.
Bavarian Lw=t- .. Biplane ~ 40
Verband,N&rnberg : D Nr. 11 :
. .
.
Bavarian Luft– .. Biplane ~ 41
Verband, N&nberg : NT. 10 ..
. .
.
E’: Bavarian Aero Glub
.
. Munich
l
. Monoplane ~ 25
.
.
.
.
,,
Mark : Entrant ~ Type of Glider: Entrance No.
. :
G: Flugtechnischei v~ie-in’ :
..
tionoplan6’“: 43 —
l
. Stuttgart . .. .
. . .
H;
.
Winy Drude, Berlin.
.
.
. Mor!o,p’!aXle: 15
.
Ii Akad. .Fliegergruppe
.
. Tech, Hochschule,
. .
. .
.
. Mor.oglane : 45
. .
. .
.
. Hanover - . .. .
. . .
K; Gotha Gleit und Segal- ~
.
Biplane : 18
.
. flugverein, Gotha. . .. .
: . :
L;
.
Flugtechnischer Verein :
.
Biplane : 12
.,
. 13resden . .. .
.
—“
. .
. .
The Sport Committee supervised and checked the competitive
flights. The member on duty carried a white flag and was acc-om-
panied by a number of helpers who kept order, checked the duration
of flight, and marked off the distance flown with little flags.
Themember of the Sport Committee told off to announce the speed
of the wind was a person of great importance. He shouted to the
pilot the variations of the wind as read on the Schalenkreuz An-
emometer, so that the most favorable moment might be seized for
taking off.
On the Technical Commission devolved the care of completing
and supplementing the methods of measurement already laid down in
the regulations. At first the difference of altitude was meas-
ured by means of an aneroid barometer, but this method soon prov-
ed insufficient. Altitude and distance covexed were then
measured by the following simple methods. On each side of the
landing place a base was marked off at right angles to the direc-
tion of flight, the base on each side having the same length. A
Hartmann and Braun Balloon Tlneodolite,specially suitable for this
purpose by reason of its simple graduation, was fixed at the
point from which the glider. started. The base and the angle of
inclination read ‘onthe theodolite gave, witi~the marked-off base,
by a simple geometrical ratio, the distance of flight “onthe
ground plan and the difference of altitude. When longer distances
were covered and where the height of fall did not come into ques-
tion for.estimating ths mean minimum falling velocity, exact meas-
urements of distance covered and difference of altitude were dis-
This could the more easily be done$ as signals werepensed with.
soon placed on all the slopes at known distances and heights as
points of reference.
.. . . ..—.-.....— . ...
With the exception of Klemperer and Pelzner, all the pilds
new to soaring flight. The two gliders from Aachen and the
three entered bv.the North.Bavarian Luftfahrt Verband, Nfixnberg,
and piloted by ~elzner, therefore weae given the’firs~ places
in the contest.
The performance::r,adcduring the 1.6flyi.agdays may be sum-
marized as follow~:
Glider : Perfozhances : Ptlot
.
.
Ma.rk:Entry:
.
Time Distance ‘ :
.
. No. : sec. kin .
. .
.
.
.
.
.
. 170
.
.
. i.370A 29
30
39
40
41
25
43
15
45
18
12
Bienen
F’romm
Klemperer
.
*
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
;
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0.596
0.7’05
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
8.024 ..
.
.
~1.470 ..
.
.
1.213 ..
.
.
.
.
B 1302 .. Klemperer
.
.
c 2208 .. Pelzner
.
.
D 131 .. Pelzner
.
.
E .
.
.
.
.
. 3.897
.
.
18.443
.
Keller
Brenr,er
Drude
Martens
F ....
.
.
.
.
4
.
.
. .
.
2.720 ..
.
.
G 242 .
.
.
43 ..
.
.
401 ..
l
.
.
.
H 0.415 ..
.
.
.
.
.
.
I 4.125 ..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
MuttrayL . % .. i.340 .. .
. .
.
.
. .
. 666? . 60,421 .. ,.
. . ! .
Thus a total distance of 60.42 km was covered in 1 hr 51 min
7 sec.
‘Allthe rizes offered were awarded by the Prize Committee
texcept the Rh n Grand Soaring Prize 1921, the conditions for which
were not fulfilled.
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Extract from the Decisions of the Prize Oommittee.
. .. I. Rh&Grand Soaring Flight P?ize 1921 (M.30,000) not
Awarded.
II. Prizes for Longest Total Duration of Flight.
Glider Pilot Total Duration No of
sec FliRht&
.
Zst Prize, M 5000
(Steffen & Heimann)
39 c
2nd Prize M:3000
3rd Prize M.2000
~IIC prizes
25F.
30 B
for Lowest
(Eugen von
Glider
1/2 of 1st
2nd Prize,
l/2 of 1st
2nd Prize,
3rd Prize,
and
M.4000 25
and
M*4000 30
M.2000 45
HT. Prizes
Pelzner , 2200 1/2 27
Keller 1896 7/10 25
Klemperer 1302 1/4 12
Mean Falling Speed,
Ldssl)
Pilot Falling Speed Time
F Keller 77.5 80
B Klemperer 77.6 216
I Martens 103 333
for Longes% Distance Govered.
Glj.der pilot Distance Time
m s-
1st Prize, ?{.5000 25 F Keller
2nd Prize, 11.3000 45 I Martens
3rd Prize, M.2000 30 B Klemperer
V. Prizes
a) Money Prizesj
at the Disposal
especially to
of
39(30
3580
2580
Committee,
305
333
271
M.25,000
l
,-
43 Flugtechnischer V&ein, Stuttgart . . . . . . . . ~~c45@3
,.. . 29”Flu”gwissenschaftliche Vereinigung, Aachen . . .,.M.2500
30 Aerodynamisches Institute and Flu=missen-
schaftliche Vezeinigung . . . . . . . . = . . M.2000
M.200025 Bavarian Aero-Club . . i . . . . ,,. , . . . . . (M ~000
.
b) Prize Cups, especially
Cup of the Berlin Verein ffirLuftschiffahrt for the best
personal performance.
34 Weltensegler Co, Ltd., Baden-Baden, for Werner Leusch.
c) Prizes witlnspecial attributions.
M.1OOO Kyffhauser-Flugspende,Frankenhausen (Wing Prize).
45 Akademische Fliegergruppe, Hanover Technical High
M.1OOO Agis, Akademische Gesellschaft f-~rFlugwesen,
for getting off without help and keeping Jn the
15 s;
School.
Zurich,
air for
39 North Bavarian Luftfahrt-Verband, Nflrnberg(Pelzner).
M,500 Prizes of the North West group of the Luftfahrer Verband-
1st and 3rd Prizes 39 North Bavarian Luftfahrt Verband
Nfirnberg,(Pelzner).
2nd Prize 29 FlugwissenschaftlicheVereinigung Aachen
(Klemperer).
VI. Prizes for Highest Coefficient of Glide M.15jOO0
“Glider 45 I (Martens).
The following re~arks may be made concerning‘thev,ariousper-
formances.
Pelznerls Glider was especially remarkable in short flights;
in longer flights, too much depended on the skill of the pil~t.
It is no light task to carry through numerous flights of that
kind by sheer pfi~sicalskill and suppleness as Pelzner succeeded
in doing. Pelzner came very near finding a serious riv,alin
Ferdinand Schultz of East Prussia. With a skill worthy of all
appreciation, Schulz had put together a;..~li~ez’,::of rough, un-
worked mood which, unfortunately, did not come up to the required
-1o-
standard of reliability. Schultz only made a few flights and
those not in the competition.
.,, ,.., , .,...,,,..,,,..
Besides the flights counting”~oi”’”’thepriz”~;-””p~~znercould
boast of 11 others, so that with a total of 38 flights he was bY
far the most industi>iousof the aviators. According to the con-
ditions of the competition, it was not in PelmerJs interest to
make use of the t’bird+@.iiez.,which he iladentered, and it is
thexefore not surprising that he made no flight with it.
Keller and Klemperer almost tied for the lowest mean falling
speed prize> so that the Prize Committee was under the necessity
of dividing the 1st and 2nd prizes. Klempe~er came out very bad-
ly in his calculations, though before landing he succeeded in keep-
ing for about a m.ii~uteover the take-off point and for a conside-
rablelength of time was only a littie way below it. Only when .-.,.
about to land was he obliged to go a good deal lower.
The prize for the longe~t distance covered fell to Kolle2,
since Martens could not count his two long circular flights.
Martens succeeded in making a record with a fright of 5 nin 33 see
duration.
The prize for the highest coefficient of glide was awarded to
the Hanover monoplane. The monopl..aneof the Bavarian Aero-Club
and the l@lue Mouse” ente~ed by the Flu@issenscnaftliche Vereini-
gung and the AerodynaiiicalInstitute of Aachen were close competi-
tors for this prize. Ail three gliders were satisfactory as re-
gards pilotls view, stability even at lowest speed and landing
qualities, but the technical superiority of the Hanover -glider.”;
was so ~,arked,that it well merited the first place assigned to it,
Unfortunately there were two accidents this year also, one
of which was fatal, the other causing only slight personal injur-
ies. The monoplane of the Weltensegler Co. Ltd., designed by Wenk
and piloted by Werner Leusch, an aviator of 10il#?jexperience in
pursuit qirplanes, after soaring for well over a minute above the
starting point~ fell with bzoken wings. This regrettable accident
not only cut short a young life full of promise, but also elir,i.-
nated from the competition a glider 011 which many hopes had been
built. A special inquiry into the cause of the accident was made
by our association and it was found tlnatpart of the warping de-
vices were not equal to righting the glider again in a steep glide.
The tests of the model in free ilight had shown excellent stabil-
ity and we may therefore suppose that with improved construction,
the s“trengthof the glider will also be improved. We may ther6-
fore hope for good pezfozmances from this glider in future.
Zeise’s monoplane, piloted by Scharfbier, also broke, but for-
tunately the pilot escaped with slight injuries to the head.
-il -
Permit me now to give a summary description of the most in-
portant aircraft of the Competition.
The monoplane of’the Wissenschaftliche Vereinigung, Aacnen,
(~ 29) was the same glider that Klernpererhad used for his flights
the previotis”’y=ar’.““’Fo2’”””thisyear’s Competi-tion,-the glider no
longer sufficed. In efficiency it was only slightly surpassed by
its new sister plane, the “Blue Mousettand other gliders in the
competition were greatly superior to it, The lowez efficiency is
to be attributed to unsatisfactory wing form rather than to fun-
damental faults of construction. The deep cross-section chosen
for the wing requires special precautioi~sat the poin.t’of greatest
camber and these were not taken in sufficient measure. The under-
carriage provided good surfaces for the impact of lateral gusts
of’wind.
The second mono-planeentered by the Flugwissenschaftliche
Vereinigung and the Aerodynamical Institute of the Aachen Techni-
cal High School, the “Blue Idouse,”(B 30) is somewhat lighter and
only differs in small details from the “Black Devil” so that the
Technical Co~ission could place it in the same class. If Klem-
pe~er was able to make remarkable performances with this @id~r”;
even sensationalperformances after the Coinpetition,the fact may
be attributed to the exceptional flying ability of Klefilpererand
to his thorough understanding of the problems of soaring flight.
With a more modern glider, Klemperer would certainly have made
far different performances.
The monoplane (F 25) entered by the Bavarian Aero-Club, had
wing control. The wing, divided in the middle, could be turned
by the steering rod about an axis placed at 1/3 of the chord.
Backward and forward movement of the steering rod gave elevation;
if acted upon from right to left, it gave various positions to
the half wing and also acted on the ailerons. Lateral control
was effected by means of flaps on the wing tips. At--firstthe
glider was fitted only with a stabilizer, but later the construc-
tors deeided to add a lateral fin and rudder, The builders of
the glider, Messrs. Finsterwalder and von L8ss1, believe that wing
control gives the means of utilizing more rapid gusts of wind
than would be possible with airplanes of the usual construction,
that is, with a rear eievator.
This method of wing control involves the danger, not denied
even by the constructors, that in exceptional cases when the gli-
der is flying at high speed, a good deal of force will be brought
to bear onthe steering lever. In a.glidex weighing about 130 kg
it should never, under any circumstances,be necessary to apply
great force to the steering lever. During the competition the
glider gave good performances in 25 flights, all made in favora-
ble weather. The pilot, Keller, after some experience with the
,glider, sucoeeded in steering it stea&ily in oalm weathes~ It
cannot be denied that the efficiency of the glider in stormy
weather is.dotibtfuljas .,.$,thas ne’~erfl~~ !n a sto?mo It is, ;::.-
“however,of the titmostnecessity that a glide’zshould be a’bleto
fly in a storm. As.lateral control proved.to be ivlpracticalor
,ineffectivewith the flaps at the wing tips} a change was made
,duringthe competitim, the flaps being enlarged, and a rudder
being added.
The glider of the Stu.trbEar%Flugtechnische Verein (G 43) is
a well-built monopiane Which$ once in flying trim, showed con-
siderable efficiency. Its “pilot>Bmnner, twice covered a dis-
tance of about a kilometer and made good landings. Unfortunately,
the glider got out of cor.tzol..while the pilot was attempting to
describe a closed circle. This wd,svery regrettable both for the
competition and for the Stuttgart people.
The monoplane of Winy Drude, Be:rI.in,(H 15) had a very
large wing area, but a small aspect ratio. It would certainly
have furnished soue performances if tineowner had been a more
skillful aviator, in spite of the fact that there were some tech-
nical faults in the construction.
The monoplane of the Akademischen Fliegergruppe of the Han-
over Teohnioal High School (I 45) only&rived on the i?ieldto-
wards the close of the competition. g~i~~~, is rema~kable
in various ways. The aspect ratio (ratio of”wing chord to span)
has been chosen very high (1 : 9.6). Especial care has been tak-
en to reduce head resistance. The constructors,well supported
by tilecounsels of MM. I)orner,Madelung, and Pr811, and by the
practical help of the Hanover Waggon Works, carefully chose a
wing section which shows an exceptionally favomble value for
falling speed, Ca3,/cwZ. The wings are of a typically expert
type, being not only fixed, but also rigid. The wing is so form-
ed.that the ribs are carried by a main spar which joins the lead-
ing edge and prevents torsion. The factor of safety of the wings
is given at over 6+ The fuselage is simple in form and covered
with plywood. Three leather balls, something like footballs, set
on axes, serve for taking off, The wing tips are protected by
air-cushions covered with leather. The observed laindingshave
shown that the glider is strong. On the occasion of the last
start in the competition, it came down with its right wing on the
ground, bumped hard on the fuselage and turned over on the tip.
The damage sustained by the fuselage was quite unimportant, In
the wing only a s~all fitting joining the outer part of the wing
to the center was torn off,.causing a little further damage to
the wings. The ease with which the wiilgscan be detached from
the fuselage should be noted; this makes it possibleto transport
the glider very quickly, It is to be regretted that this glider
competed %n:,onlythree flights, but these were sufficient to show
its great superio~ity. Unfortunately, it had no chance of showing
.,
.what it could do
antes might have
..”
The biplane
-~~4k
in soaring flight; certainly very’good perform-
been expected,
of’”the’”’GothaG’~e~t”und S6g61flugverein (K .18),
was well de~igned and carefully calculated; but the pilot did not
succeed in getting any performance out of it. The same remark
applies to the mor.oplar.e(17) entered by the same competitor>
which did not p-itin a further appearance.
The biplane of the Dresden FlugtechnischerVerein (L 12) was
built as simply as possible and turned out to be rather heavy..
After some preliminary attempts, the pilot, Muttray, succeeded on
the last day in achieving a rather big flight, to the satisfao-
.tion,ofall who had observed the work of the Dresden people.
All the gliders mentioned above were controlled by hand and
foot levers in the way usual on military airplanes. Pelzner, on
gliders C 39, D 40, E 41, entered by the North Bavarian Luftfahrt
Verband, N&rnberg, may be mentioned as the chief exponent of the
use of distribution of weight in control.
The weight of the gliders was made as small as possible (on
an average of 15 kg) and the joints were made so as to be easiZy
repaired since, even with the utmost dexterity in piloting, such
an aircraft is more exposed to danger in landing than one fitted
with the usual type of undercarriage.
So much for the description of the gliders admitted to the
competition.
Of the others, only a few are worthy of notice.
The best of these is the monoplane 34 of the Weltensegler Co.
Ltd. This glider has very good longitudinal and lateral stability.
It consists of a central, lifting portion, and two outer portions
which are swept back and have a smaller angle of incidence than
the central portion. This glider”somewhat resembles an airplane
‘oulltby Dunne about eight years ago. The large span, about 16 m,
gives a good aspect rat~o (1 : 11). The small load per square me-
ter enables the glider to fly even when there is not much wind.
It is controlled by means of simultaneous or alternate warping of
the wing tips. The contrcl wires are so,arranged that they act
only during descent; in climbing, counter springs,come into action.
It is to be presumed that in the flight which terminated so unhapp-
ily, these springs proved insufficient to right the glider. On
August 14th, Werner Leusch succeeded in keeping the glider”soar-
ing in the”air for some considerable time over the starting ~oint.
Those who had hitherto not believed in the possibility of soaring
flight, now had an impressive example of it before their eyes.
—.
.—
Unlike all the other airczaft carried to the point of flyi”ag,
the.mgnopl~e of the Weltensegier Cot Ltd, possessed very good
inherent stability.” This quality “wastheespecial aim of its
inventor.,Wenk. It has ilotyet been decided whether it is worth
while to endeavoz to attain high stability in gliders,or whether
we shall reach our aim quicker by means of’less stable aircraft
inherently. Good stability gives the pilot much less responsi-
bility. He has only to attend to the changes in altitude and ’.lat-
eral direction, while with a less stable glider he must pay con-
stant attention to the controls. In the future we may have to
develop both kinds of aircraft. Everyone was greatly impressed
by the model monoplane of the Weltensegler Go. Ltd., which showed
exceptionally good qua’lizieseven with a different wing tip ar-
rangement.
Friedrich Budig’s biplane (26), a “Canard” tYPe gliders was
fitted with an automatic stabilizing device, aotuated by the suc-
tion of an enclosed air stream from an auxiliary horizontal sur-
face in connection with the elevator to the wing. By various an-
gles of incidence or by various speeds of flight, changes are
brought about in the internal pressure which are transmitted di-
rectly to the elevator.
Budig exhibited his device exposed to the wind. “Theaction
of the fluctuations of the wind on the elevator could be seen
clearly. The glider did not fly as there was not sufficient wind.
Presumably, the stabilizing device can be used during flight, but
experience only will prove its use to the pilot.
The two monoplanes of Alfred Zeise (20, 21) are of the bird-
like type, controlled by the action of the wings, The elevator
was very small, so that only imperfect longitudinal stability
could be expected, The glider was very carefully constructed.
On the first flight it turned on its nose and struck ’theground
vertically. This accident shows that control depending on the
position of camber, which is the sam~ thing as control by shift-
ing the center of gravity, is impracticable for small angles of
incidence. Mr. Hopf has lately especially referred to this dan-
ger. In the next competition, su~h gliders must be given special
preliminary tests for controllability.
The monoplane entered by Fritz Schweizer, Gersfeld (44) and
built by Lippisch, is carefully designed and carefully built, even
to details. The wing area is very small and therefore the air-
plane will probably oiilybe able to take off in a very strong wiriL
Two gliders were shown built on the Gustave Lilienthal prin-
ciple. These are No. 14 (von Lfittwitz)and No. 27 (Karl Rath).
These did not fly and simply formed an exhibition for the specta-
tors who greatly admired the bird-like shape of the gliders.
L- -–-
,.
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In reviewing aircraft construction, some zealoti~,,,rn!%ufactu?-
ers must not be left unmentioned. Kari Kammermeyer Of Dlmfiwork-
ing in collaboration with young Peter Riedel..andMr. vbh Luttwitz
as we12 as on his own account, brought a g~ider for each Of them
to the Rh&. Kammermeyez’s mechanical achievement was especially
noteworthy, and it is a pity that his abiiity was dire@ed on
wrong lines. Something of the same kind may be said of Gottlob
Espenlaub who built a monoplane (13).in a Swabian village where
technical advice,was not available. The wings of this monoplane
showed good a“~ilityto grasp the main lines mid it is a pity that
they were rendered useless by insufficient bxacing.
Taking the technical points of the gliders as a whole, it
must be admitted that there is much improvement over the gliders
seen in the previous year. Only such gliders were admitted to
the competition as were built in accordance with the latest tech-..
nical data, that iB, which aimed at using the developments of
aerodynamics and statics as applied to aircraft. All competitors
who relied solely on their inventive genius were ruled out.
The process of development seems to be on the lines of the
non-braced or slightly braced monoplane. The thick wing section
which, for various reasons, is favorable for gliders, permits of
placing thicker wing spars, thereby doing away with the need of
other bracing. Parasite resistance can be reduced by the elimina-
tion of the undercarriage with high rear skids, only necessarY on
engine-driven airplanes.
There is also a movement towards large wings of considerable
Up to the present it is considered that wing load should
%%~out 10 kg/sq.m.
There is no object in keeping the weight of a glider excess-
ively low. A glider weighing about 80 kg can be made much stron-
ger and more rigid in Q1 its parts than’one having an evty
weight of 40 kg. Since the weight of a glider with pilot will be
from 120 to 160 kg the difference in total weight need hardly be
considered. The greater wing dimension required for greater
weight is easily arranged for.
When unrestricted as to weight of construction, the airplane
can be built very strongly. It would then be easy to constmct
gliders with a load factor of 8 for the ~ng~2 diminisk.ingaccozd-
ing to the load. When a wing has such a high load factor the
strength of the glider is easily verified by means of si-mple
strength tests. A monoplane with supports under the wing tips,
the weight of the pilot in the center forming the test load, will
certainly inspire confidence. The other parts of the glider must
also be made sufficiently strong. The rudcierworked by foot ac–
tion, the seat and belt attachments should be on pretty much the
same principles as those in an engine-driven airplane. Great care
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should also be taken that the controls afd strongly constructed
and within easy reach of the pilot. ID.this respect the liano-~e~
monoplane may serve as a model. ‘
in many Of the glid~~S the Gontrol~ were very inperfect;
There were SO@ ~;lii:~””ia-~”hired& greater expenditure of Fewer ih,~b
is required for.o~r Largest ai~craft. That is a serious defect
which might easily-be avoided by carrying the ~ontrol wizes over
bearings of large diameter, so arranged that there would be no
loss due to friction.
Wing warping is an excellent heip in lateral control, It
causes, however, co~ifusionin the proportions of the wings, and
difficult control action, The advantage of a warping wing does.
does not compensate for the consequent static difficulties in.the
construction of the wing and the difficulty of control,,
The method a~opted for starting the Aachen glider was gener-
ally followed. Although it is obviously simple and effective to
start the glider ‘~ymeans of a long spring attached to the nose
and drawn by men experienced in the work, the picture is not very
pleasant to look upon when, from any cause, the men pull unevenly,
The failures in startiag of the Dresden and Hanover gliders left
no doubt on this point. The aiibitionto take off with as little
help as possible, seems to me to be overdone.
The old device for starting gliders$ the catapalt used &y
the Wright Brothers and later by Offerman, is a simple, reliabl~
and suitable device for launching the glider,into the air, evenin calm weather. On the Wasserkuppe I had the ~i:~-.ortunityof
speaking of the practicability of the cata~~lt with Mr. von par-
seval, who has done much in spreading this idea. I am ~leased to
feel that we agree as to the merits of the catapult The teach-ing of soaring flight and gliding flight will also gain by the use
of a glider catapult, I have been told that after the Competition
a new, certain method of starting on a straight course was employ-
ed with success. The starting cable was laid along the ground on
fixed pulleys at a distance from the path of the glider. The pull
of the starters was therefore at right angles to the direction of
the take-off.
As in the previous year,
Wasserkuppe,
there was a Weather Bureau on the
directed by Dr. Roth and Dr. Georgii, collaborators
of Dr. Linke, To all these gentlemen our best thanks are due.
“Asthere was no telegraphic connection between the Wasser-
kuppe and Gersfeld, the Huth Rndio Go. Ltd, of Berlin set up a
wireless telephone service between the two places during the com-
petition. Besides tilereceiviug station for weather, time, and
Fress services, there were also twa communication stations for
. .
,.-
radio telephone fitted with 10 ~ pod~~ ahd placed at our disposal.
In order to have di,rectcommunication between the -ma,r;agenentand
the competitors, the stations were fitted both foI?receiving ab.d
sending. In order to use the apparatus it was only necessaty to
“take””downthereceiver......
UnfortunateIy, communication could only be generally estab-
lished on August 19th. I-Ewas quite easy to speak through these
instruments, the voice coming through quite clearly, except soue-
times in the case of unavoidable atmospheric disturbances which
accompanied the numerous thunderstorms.
I should like here to offer my heartiest thanks to the Hwth
Radio ~.. Ltd. for its effective help in the Rh& Competition..
We have beforetua the question whether, and in what way,
soaring flight can be further supported by the WGL. We are not
yet so far on as to be able to affirm what its furthet develop-
ments will be. This young art of flying is still in need of ac-
tive help.
A striking circumstance,not at all due to chance, is that
in this contest the final.competitionwas between the Technical
High Schools. Qven though the Academical Associations did not
always enter openly as competitors, it was almost without excep-
tion the students of the Technical High Schools who disputed the
palm of victory. In this fact I am glad to recognize an outlook
full of promise for the further development of soaring flight.
‘Whenthe ambition of the various teaching centers is pitted one
against the other, when in Aachen, Hanover, Dresden, Darmstadt,
Munich, Stuttgart and other places, enthusiastic aviation stud-
enis find competent teachers to give them-intelligent help in the
computation and building of their gliders, Then former students
Of the schools give pe~i~~y aid, then there wiil be keen compe-
tition which will lead to the developments desired. It is hardly
necessary to say that competition between the Technical High
Schools will not exclude other competitors from participating,.
Meanwhile, the Rh& has become the rallying point of soaring’
flight. Klemperer’s last flightto Gersfel.dshowed the wonder-
ful possibilities of flight in the Rhdn. Most people will cer-
tainly give the preference to the Rh& district. The possibili-
ties of installationhave been greatly facilitated by the settle-
ment of the ‘WeltenseglerGo. Ltd. in the place.
Lately there was a question of holdzng a competition in the
dunes of East Pmssia. It seems to me that this should not be
undertaken until.seve~al soaring flights like those of Klemperez!
have been accomplished,
Otlners$arguing from the uncertainty of the weatihdtGonditjom
in a competition fixed at a given time and place, are in favor bf
flights .to..be,.executedwithin along period aml in any part of the
country, emphasizing the faati‘tihathis rQetmxiwould eliminate the
e~enses of a meeting. Although the advanta~es of such a method
are not to be lightly set asidti,it must he eaid thata soaring
flight corqjetitionin tbe beautiful German mmuitains is an event
of considerable importance to all those taking part in it and is
much talked about aftierwa.rds.A report in the morning paper of a
successful soaring fli@~t is a very poor substitute for the joy of
actually seeing the flight and taking an active part in it.
The wish has been expressed to have small engines in gliders.
This would Certainlyhave a great influence on the conditions of
a soaring flight competition. Taking into consideration the fact
that it is necessary to centralize our endeavors, I cannot agree
that the time is ripe for holding competitions for engine-driven
gliders.
‘Whateverdecision may be arrived at for the furtherance of
soaring flight, you will all agree with me that the new method of
flying must be pushed forward with full force.
The lecture was illustratedby a film taken by Mr. A. H. G.
Fokker during his stay in ‘theRhbn and lent to the WGL. The start,
flight, and landing of the gliders entered for the competition
were shown, and also some snapshots of the contest itself.
Professor Linke- Ladies and Gentleaen: In Dr. Hoff’s lecture
on soaring flight which he;-hasso well and thoroughly explained
in all its branches, he gratefully recognized the activity of the
organizers”,the Southwest Group of the German Luftfahrverband
and the Verhand der Modell und Gleitflugrexein. I would not fail
to express the thanks of the organizers for the far-reaching help
of the Wis8enschaftlicher Gesellschaft ffirLuftfahrt. This asso-
ciation not only fozmed a Soaring Flight Commission under the
presidency of Dr. Rumpler, which undertook to receive the entries,
but also succeeded in endowing the contest with important prizes.
It had also the intention of contributing towards the expenses of ‘
the competition, tiloughthe result feli short of the amount prom-
ised. However, we accepted it gratefully. It is to be hoped that
the WGL will.decide to conti~e its support of soaring fright and
that next year we shall again find organizers who will work h=-
moniously with it. It is to .behoped that the work of organiza-
tion will again be taken Up by the South-nest Group and by the
Verband der Modell und’Gleitflu~erein.
Allow me to say a few words on the subject as a meteorologist.
.—
It is quite clear to all of us here that the ~bfietto,be ob-
tained does not depend simply on the section of the aefofoil, but
must come from an external force. That force can only be .*he”
..,.
wind. We may distinguish between tmo’’diff6rentpossibilities:
1, At a certain inclination of glide the wind must have a
certain component of lift. It is thought that this component of
lift provides, in large proportion, the energy required for soar-
ing flight.
.2.The second theoxy is that gusts of wind should be util-
izeal. The more the aviator is able to equalize the inequalities
in the air, so much more power will he be able to extract from it.
If the air can be retarded or accelerated the power of the air-
craft is retarded or accelerated in like manner. This, however”,
can only be done with.gust,sof a certain duration. We distin-
guish between long “meteorolcgical!lgusts (storm gusts) and short,,
flying gusts. When we draw a curve showing the velocity of the
wind, we see that this velocity does net remain ccnstant, but is
subject to rapid changes. The more this curve is extended, the
greater inequalities we discover. If we show on a curve 20 cm
long the values registered in one hour, we shall see that there
were several rather long rises and falls and also some shorter
ones. If, however, we take the reccrds for a shorter period, say
one minute, and show them on a curve 10 cm long, it will appear,
if we use”a sensitive instrument, that the deviations are more
turbulent than before. We must thus distinguish between this
turbulence and the gusts Gf wind. Gusts are long changes which
require some i~linutesfoz tb.eizdevelopment. Although the small
changes due to turbulence may have the same acceleration as the
gusts and often rester power,
$ they cannot be utilized by theaviator because’‘he glide;’passes over them too rapidly. Avia- .,
tors can only utilize slow changes which last for more than 15
seconds. only tk,enhas the pilot time to place the glider on the
gust and to direct it or warp the wings, all the time reacting
on the change. The::;egu~-~~which last from 15 seconds to 2 min-
utes, have sui”fici~}il’ipower to be utilized by the aviator. Ra3n
squalls for the m,ostpart have/l~%%le acceleration to be of use
to the aviator and thunder squalls are too dangerous.
The small squalls which can be used, and have been used by
aviators contain, however, only a small part of the power re-
quired for soaring flight. Hence the question: Shall we go to
the coast with our gliders, or not?
On the sea coast there are certainly upward air currents and
a small hill always to be found. There is also another thing to
be considered: G’helithe wind is blowing in from the sea the fric-
tion over the sea is very slight. As soon as it reaches the
coast the friction sudder.>yincreases. Further up, however, there
.wili”be frictionless air. There tliusarises a.damming up of the
air and a stronger upward ~irrent than the profile of the coast
.wovldlead us_to expect. On the sea coast there is thus an up-
upwrardcurrent which ban be ut”ilized,btitit isnot- ‘so’strongas
in the mcuntains. So long as soaring flight is in the early
stage of deveiopinentwe must remain in the mountains, The next
stage will be soazing flight on the coast and there we shall be
able to utilize the SCUX.IIS. I believe, however, that sea squalls
do not contain so much power as those in mountainous countries..
I would therefore support the recommendation of Dr. Hoff
that the Soaring Fiight Competition of 1922 be held, as before, in
the mountains, unless it is prvred by practical experiments on
the coast that soaring flight is possible there. I would also re-
mark that a storm wind is nore
.%ually than a regular wind and
the squallinessvaries from 4 to 8 m. On the coast the wind fre-
quently reaches over 8 K,,but unfortunately, satisfactorymeasure-
ments’are lacking. Researches made on this point by industrial
concerns should be supported by us.
L%.co1 Siegert: After the first flights in the Rh6n Soaring
Flight Competition of 1920, it soon appeared that the title ‘lSoar-
ing Flight ~ompetitionlfwas not quite accurate, and we came to the
conclusion that the year 1920 should be considered simply and
solely as a preparation, a set of experiments. The year 1921
promised to bring an experiment cn a large s~ale and we should
like to conclude with a competition in 1922.
“,Thisline of development, then accepted in theory, has proved
correct in practice> and acting on the knowledge thus acquired,
suggestions for Ca-r:rying on the work were made by the Konigsberger
Verein and the Luftfahrerverband..The forme~ has undertaken to
prepare for the first attejmptto he made ove~ water in or before
1923.
For my part, I do not think that such an experiment can be
concluded within a ~ezr. I think it will take till 1926, K’ith-
out knowing what the practical result will ‘De,it is interesting
to follow the lines on which further development will proceed.
These ideas have come to us from Munich, though I think Vney are
not well known. A short article by Engineer Wolfmtiller,inserted
in “Flugsporttrhas given us entirely new ideas on reverse scaring
flight. The article was not widely read because it was hidden
away among a lot of formulas, etc. It is to be noted that Wolf-
mtillerdoes not make soaring flight depend on zones of tempera-
ture, but on the various layers of the wind. Briefly, his systemis as follows:
It may be assumed that during the greater part of the year
the upper :,gliderwiil be in a nind of differeiltdirection from
that of the lower. Under--thes-.conditions the gliders can re-
main in the air indefinitely. Ibis is the true idea of soaring
flight. It follows that all experiments hitherto made,have been
as sport or dis~nl.isedgl.?.dingflight, unless zn the Rh6n compe-
tition of next year tb.eamditicn is fulfilled that a competitor
shall land 20 meters higher than his starting point.
Prof. Dr. F’olis: In soaring flight it is required to util-
ize the various kinds of c.irmovement both accordii~gto the state
of the weather and according ?XJlocality. In addition to the
great interchange of air bctwsen fields of high and low pressure,
manifested both in horizontal and vertical movements - descending
from centers of high pressure, ascendi~g from centers-of lowapres-.
sure - there are local air c:~rrentssuitable for use m soaxzng
flight. Such local air currents occur both in mountains and on
the coast. In the mountains they are known as mountain winds and
valley winds - in the daytime flowing upwards from the valleys,
by night flowing downwards. They are also known as land winds
(tiyni@t} and sea winds (by day). Generally, an air cu;rent
flowing up against a mountain side blows over it, producing an up-
ward current on the windward side and a domward current on the
les side. Periodical air movements develop in calm meath~r on
the boundaries between watez and land and also by lakes, large
rivers, etc. A typical ex~ampleof this is afforded by Golzneimer
Heath near Dusseldorf, the well-known airship port, which is half
encircled by the Rhir.e. By day the ‘wind”blowsfrom the colder
stream to the warmer heath and the prevailing southwest winds are
then changed into a more westerly to west-northwest current=*
The development of hot gusts of wind, which caused much damage to
the Zeppelins, is to be attributed.to the overheating of the 10m-
est strata of air, a consequence of the great capacity of the
sandy ground for absorbing heat. The air over the Rhine, and also
high over the heath, ~emains, however, relatively cold and there
are therefore conside~able differences of terfipezaturebetween the
horizontal and vexti~al,directions which favor the formation of
a condition of unsta”alcequilibrium.
In order to carry a soaring flight to a favorable altitude,
—
* The airship ‘hangaron Golzheimer Heath was placed accoxding to
the general prevtiilingdirection of the wind (SW to NE). ,This
caused a deviation of the wind on the heath, so that the current
blows mostlystraight across the hangar.
—...
we ~~t make $ti~~use of the various kinds of air ~wrrents -
mountdin winds and valley winds.,land winds and sea winds; The
most suitable currents willbe thdse which have short wave lengthq$
ce;rrying”theglider upwarde and forwards. Such short* wave move-
‘m.entsoccur in turbulent air. Therefore, in an exhaustive study
of the wind it will be necessary to measure the velocity of the
air currents, especially of isolated impacts, and also the length
of the waves. For measuring isolated i~acts a pressqre and de-
pression anemometer will be used (Steffens-Heddeschergustometer).
AS is well known, the rotating anemometer only gives”mean mind
va~ues, Further experiments must first be made in mountainous
districts, in order to bring the technique of soaring flight to
perfection. There must, however, be close collaboration’with
meteorology and the air currents must be thoroughly studied so
that they may be utilized both with regard to the state of the
weather and local conditions. Even in the neighborhood of Aachen
such experiments can be made, for we have unwooded hills over
which blow northwest and westerly winds. The labors of the Aero-
dynamical Institute-and of the Meteorological Observatory will be
coordinated and complementary, CUirected according to the aim in
view. Airship navigation will also profit by such experiments
since the further development of soaring flight together with a
thorough study of air currents in relation to aircraft construc–
tion involves the best methods of utilizing the wind.
Von Parseval: Your Royal Highness, ladies and gentlemen:
My reason for wishing to speak iS to urge the WGL to hold
fast to the programme. That seems to me to be the reasonable
course, and I must make that statement as a prefix to my further
remarks. &t there is also a second consideration,which is that
the scientific side is of as much importance as the sporting side.
In building gliders there are three factors involved and
these three must wo~k together if there is to be good performance,
The first is the pilot; the second, the glider; the third, the
wind. We are now deaiing especially with the question of the de-
sign of a good glider. We cannot jud@e of its excellence when we
consider at the same time three such complex factors as the glider,
wind, and pilot. We must eliminate two of the factors in order to
see the third clearly. I therefore suggest that, besides the com-
petition prizes which were offered this year and will also be of-
fered next year, a special prize be set aside for a glider having
good gliding flight and that the test flight shall be made when
there is no wind. In the Wan I saw for myself that opportuni-
ties for such tests would not be lacking, and days unsuitable for
other kinds of flight could be utilized for this purpose.
* ‘Navesof greater 3ength are,,for instance, the wave clouds in
which are found waves of some kilometers in length.
A second condition must also be required. There riustbe a
starting device for the glider. On a level spot a starting
place will be arranged on which, perhaps, a long spring will be
laid which has simply-to be pulled. If possible;and if it is
desired to do the thing in style, this spring can be fitted with
a ~pee(iindicator which will give the speed the glider has at-
tained. The glider which flies the furthe~t will be considered
the best, We should thus get a clear, technical result. We
should get coefficients which can be used in calculation, and
these are necessary for aprofe~sional technician.
Prof. Linke: In ship navigation, by the term ‘:sailing*lwe
mean navigation in two different media - water and wind. What
we mean by !~sailingflight~lis not exactly the same as what we
mean when speaking of ship navigation, foz in flight, the ‘lsail-
ingllconsists, for the most part, of being carried along on an
upward air current. Yesterday I mentioned that, whether in the
mountains or on the coast, where such an upward current of air is
evolved the necessary preliminary conditions are provided, or
that the acceleration of the air in gusts can be utilized by mak-
ing use of the principle of inertia. Since, however, we have
currents of different strength and direction at different alti-
tudes, the fundamental conditions of Teal f~sailingitare also pro-
vided, as when there are two aircraft at different altitudes con-
nected with each other. This third sort of sailing flight may
perhaps be utilized in sports,
It would be a great help for our young people if some one
would take the trouble to write a book on the subject of soaring
flight, a book which should set forth clearly the technical ex-
periments of the recent years and also the general principles
above mentioned. In the Rhbn, I saw that beginners often set to
work with ideas far from clear, partly learned from older writers,
from books containing statements which are out of date. There-
fore, I wish that a new book ~tightbe written. I would like to
suggest that some ol~L& who has thought the subject out thoroughly
both on the technict,l.ana meteorological side should write this
booklet, and that c.ilthe experiments we have made should be in-
cluded therein. This would increase the interest in soaring
flight and would lz,yfoundations on which results would be built.
Additional Notes
by Dr. Hoff.
An untoward circumstanceprevented my taking part in the dis-
cussion on my lecture on September 6th. I must therefore write a
few lines to take the place of what I should have said at the
close of the discussion. I welcome the opportunity of bringing to
yo~r notice some fine flying performances which took place in the
Rhon during the month of September.
II quite agree witk Prof, Linke and Prof. polis that s?ar~fig
flight depends, to all intents and purposes, on meteorological
condi.’t’ions.Where there isno wind, there is no soaring flight.
Aviation is glad to get indications from meteo~olo@ concerning
SUSh regions as have re$yal.arair currentS in svffi~ient quantitY
to be of use in soaring fligh’~* A great deal of the work of
helping on soaring flight will be aceomplisha% by meteorological
research. The further we advance in the utilization of the nat-
ural energy of the wind, the more numerous will “bethe kinds of
such energy that we shall be able to use. Probably these are
limited only by the size and speed of our aircraft. In order to
utilize the aiz currents and vortices> the glider must be of suf-
ficiently small dimensions, otherwise it will not be influenced
by such currents and vortices. The duration of this influence
must not be unduly shortened by the excessive speed of the glider.
Experience will teach us where the practical limits lie.
Lt/CoL Siegert hopes for greater results from the COmhIg Com-
petition than we had hitherto thought of. The September perform-
ances in the Rh8n seem to have set the pace. The suggestions of
Wolfmfiller,Munich, rest upon good physical foundations, but
there is much experimental work to be done before a system of two
aircraft connected together moving in different layers of air and
at different speeds and direct~ons, can be brought tO a@ual~ in-
contestable flight. At present, I do not see any favorable out-
look for this kind of flying.
Prof. v. Parseval is right in saying that the greatest atten-
tion should be paid to the scientific results of the coming com-
petition, and under this head coimesalso the knowledge of the
gliding factor. It is very important to use a catapult in making
the tests and in training inexperiencedpilots.
The.mish of Prof. Linke to provide a simply written, elemen-
tary book on soaring flight for the use of boys interested in
aviation, is worthy of mpport. Unfortunately, and in spite of
the best will in the v?orid,those fitted to write such a book
have but little time at their disposal.
In September, 1921, the following new soaring flight perform-
ances were zladeknown:
On September 5th, Martens, on the monoplane of the Akadem-
ischen Flieger Gruppe of the Hanover Technical High School, took
off from the northern slope of the Wasserkuppe,
f
ained in altitude
and flew in the direction of Reulbach over the K nigstein and
along the slope of the Ehrenberg Mountains, varying his altitude.
After five minutesl flight, the height of the glider, judged by
reference points in the surrounding country, was estimated at
about 800 meters. Continuing its flight, the glider sailed along
1’ -”--
Hilde’rsl?ore~~,’alternat~~y ‘&}ning and losing height, arid.finall?,
after ,,af~~,ghtef 15 min 40 see, landed 250 meters east of Batten
VilZa~$+ The ground measurement of the distancecovered between
s:@titig point and J-md-ingpoint was 7.5 km, and the differe-nceof
‘alt”ftkide”400’m;-’r-”-’ ‘<- -.
During the FMn co~~~etition,CoristructcuHarbh and WillY Mes-
sexschmitt had gone to the Heidelstein, a mountai”nwith a long,
gentle slope southeast of the Wasaerkuppe and there, free from the
annoyance of undesired spectators, worked industriously at their
flying tests of the previous year with a glider of their own de-
sign, On ~epternber13th, a very gusty day, Harth took off without
any tielpand flew several times round the staiting point at p~etty
high altitudes. After a flight of 21 min 37 see, he landed only
12 meters below the starting point. Tlaevalue of this splendid
performance lies as much in the duration of flight as in the fact
that the flight was accomplished over only slight~y sloping coun-
try. This soaring flight of Harth on ~eptenber 13th went far be-
yond the point aimed at in the ~h~n Soaring Prize of 1921. It is
to be regretted that it was made with so much secrecy, thus pre-
venting the official recognition of the efficiency of the pilot
and of the glider. Still we have no ground to question the re-
sult stated, and we would express the hope that Mr. Harth, l~ho
met with a sad accident in a later flight, will soon be well again
and able to take up the work with his friend and collaborator,
Messerschrnitt.
At the close of the meeting of the WC+La lively discussion
took place on the tests to be set for the new competitions. The
duration of flight and the position of the landing place with re-
spect to the starting point are two simple standards of value
which can easily be controlled. The flight of shortest duration
set for the gaining of a prize must not be made too difficult,
for we know that wind currents helpful to soaring flight are sel-
dom of long duration. As to landing, the only condition laid
down should be that there shall not be more than a certain differ-,
ence of altitude between starting poi-ntand landing point; otkez~
wise the choice of a landing place shall be free. Tiletest length
of flight can only be set on the spot and where the local condi-
tions guarantee with sonicdegree of certainty the ‘windsnecessazy
for soaring flight.
Translated by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Paris Office.
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CHARACTERIST’ICS OF Gtft)EFtbJ
——
1-----MarkEntz NO.lio.of planesSpan’ (m) ,
Mean wing chord
(m)
Aspect ratio
:Wing area (sq.m)
!
~Ring section
!
I
control
Elevator (sq,m)
Stabilizer ~sqjm
Moment arm (m)
Lateral control
Rudder (sq.m)
I?in(Sq.ill)
Moment arm (m)
Aileron control
iilerons (sq.m)
tiomentarm (m)
~otal weight (kg)
(pilot = 75 kg)
ring loading
kg/sq.m.
I A
29
1
1
9,Z$oo
1.700
: 5.32
15*o
Thick
Not bal-
anced.
1.5
1.8
4.32
Not bal-
anced.
0.5
0.6
4.32
N::c::l-
.
1.52
3.62
65
140
9.3
‘B
30
,.
1
1
‘3;5ocf
1.685
: 5.53
15.5
Thick
Not bal-
anced.
1.5
1,8
4.32
Not bal-
anced.
::;
4.32
N::cxl-
.
1.52
3.64
53
128
8,3
BldITTEDTO “COMPETITION.
c1
39
z
“’5.400 ,
1: 3.96
in center
14.0
Thin
Under surface
slight reverse
curve.
IToelevator.
Control by
shifting
weight.
Lateral
Without
fins
ailer-
on control
by shifting
weight.
‘i7ith fuselage
11.5
Without fusel-
age 9.8
With fuselage
86.5
Without fusel-
age 84.8
Without fusel-
age 6.18
With fuselage
6.05
1.26(3(upper
and lower)
1: 4.76
16.0
Thin
Under shrface
slight reverse
curve.
Large camber.
No elevator.
Oontrol bv
shifting”
weight.
Lateral fins
~ithout ailer-
on control
by shifting
weight.
16.0
91.0
5.7
1 111 11 I II , , ,,, , .,,....,,, . .. . . ,,.. .—. ..-- .. ..—. —..——
I %
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}
~..,Entry~No,,
~NoC of planes
4
lfipan(m)
I
!Mean wing chord
i (m)
~Wing area (sq.m)
‘Wing section
I
I
Longitudinal
control
E16vator (sq.m)
Stabilizer (sq.rn)
Woment arm (m)
Lateral control
~“Rudder(sq.m)
ll’in(sq.m)
Illomentarm (m)
~Aileroncontrol
Ailerons (sq.m)
‘~flomentarm (m)
.Estimatedweight
, (empty) (kg) “
Yotal weight (kg)
(pilot=75kg)
Wing loading
kg/sq.m
E
.,..
-.._4.4–_.+..
2
6,800
1.550
1 : 4,4
17.0
Thin
Spars cause
protuber-
ance on up-
per surface
No elevator.
Control by
8bifting.-
weight
Lateral fins
Without ail-
eron control
by shifting
weight
19.5
94.5
5.6
F
.25 .,. ‘.
1
11.000
1;500
1 : 7.35
15.0
Thick
No rudder,
only fins
1.5
2.70
Plaps on wing
tips to help
in lateral
control
?ing dis-
placement
56
131
8.?
G
43.
1
7l 440
1.35
1“: 5.5
14.0
Fairly
thick,
thinner
towards
edges &
curved.
Not bal-
anced
0.?9
0.78
3.68
Not bal-
anced
0.19
.0.40
3.68
Ng;c~~l-
.
1.08
2.84
60
135
9,7
H
15
.
.1 ‘.’
9.000.”-
1.95
1 : 4.6
17.6
Not balanc-
ed rudder
Not balanc-
ed rudder
Warping of
wings
55
130
7.40
1“ ,.
.,
+2i-’
..: . .
,.
UfXXIIXSTICLS 03...GL.Itififi#:’’.Ati~ITTED TO..tX3tiETITION(Contd.)
I Mark
~ Entry No.
;Noo of planes
iSpan (m}
I
Mean wing chord
(m)
Aspect ratio
Wing area (sq.m)
Wing section
Longitudinal
Control
Elevator (sq.m]
Stabilizer
[
sq.m)]f~omentarm m)
Lateral oontrol
‘Rudder (Sq.m)
Fin (sq.m)
Moment arm (m)
Aileron control
Ailerons (sq.m)
Moment arm (m)
Total weight (kg)
Ming loading
kg/sq.m
45
1’
12.600
1.28
1 : 9.6
16.0
Thick, similar
to Joukowsky
=ection
Balanced rud-
der without
fins
Not balanced
0.38
0,65
3.15
1.04
5*30
100
175
10.9
K’
6.800
I.450 (upper)
1.250 (lower)
1 : 4..5
in center
12*70
Fairly thick
Not balanced
1.80
0.24
2.90
Not balanced
0.28
1.20
2.9o
Not balanced
2.10
2.55
59.0
134
10.6
12
2
?, 800
1.450 (upper)
1,200 (Iomex)
1 : 5+2
in center
17,60
Fairly thick
Not balanced
1.22
1.82
2.?
Not balanced
o*4
::$
Warping of
17ings
60
135
7.7
Wolla!rninflight,F 2S.
Monoplane, Winy Drude,
(K 18) of‘theGot+ Societyforgliding& soaring
%%mnerw, in fllght,G43.
The ‘Blue Mousew, B 30
.----,; ..’::, . .’...,,.. ‘.
.,: ,.,. ..,..
.,- ,..
,.
., ...
-.. .
krth+wsersctiittMonoplane.
lne,of Aeronautical Society of StWtl@3??t.
l:-
BiplanewithPelznerin fl@ht
(c 39)
NorthBavariaAviationClub$
Nuremberg.
Schweizer-XAppishMonoplane
$
Biplaneof FriedrichBudig.
Biplaneof theDresden Avlatio
Club.
.
L- 12
..
,.,
‘iMInopla~-o_f
_AJf_P8d_Ze>3 e ._.__... . Monoplane of Baronvon Lu tWitz
....—
./.
I
.
.. ,”.,,, . . . .,
.!
— .
.,
